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Abstract: Ion Bernstein Wave (IBW) experiments have been carried out in
recent years in the HT-7 superconducting Tokamak. The electron heating
experiment has been concentrated on deuterium plasma with an injecting RF
power up to 350kw. The globe heating and localized heating can be seen
clearly by controlling the ICRF resonance layer's position. On-axis and
off-axis electron heating have been realized by properly setting the target
plasma parameters. Experimental results show that the maximum increment
in electron temperature has been more than lkeV, the electron temperature
profile has been modified by IBW under different plasma conditions, and
both energy and particle confinement improvements have been obtained.

Introduction

Ion Bernstein Wave (IBW) heating is an ion-cyclotron-resonance-frequency heating

concept using the directly launched IBW to carry RF power deep into the dense plasma

core. The strong ion heating is realized when the wave passes the resonant layers, where

strong ion cyclotron damping happens. Good ion heating results by IBW have been

observed on JIPP-II-U, PLT, PBX and Alcator-C. IBW heating has also been investigated

in the HT-7 superconducting tokamak deuterium plasma with an injecting RF power up to

350kW. The globe heating and localized heating can be seen clearly by controlling the

ICRF resonance layer position. On-axis and off-axis electron heating have been

realized by a proper arrangement of the target plasma parameters. Experimental results

show that the maximum increment in electron temperature is more than lkeV, electron

temperature profile is modified by IBW under different plasma conditions, and both

energy and particle confinement improvements have been obtained.

Experimental setup
HT-7 is a medium-sized superconducting tokamak with a limiter configuration. Its

major radius is 122 cm and minor radius is 27.5 cm. Plasma current is about 100~220kA,
and toroidal magnetic field is about 1.0~2.0T. Plasma density is in the range of
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0.5-5x1013cm"3. The electron and ion temperatures are about 700eV and 400eV
respectively. One of the main subjects of HT-7 experiments is to inveterate the
steady-state operation by full lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD). Higher electron
temperature can benefit the current driven efficiency. The electron-heating mode for IBW
heating experiments is concentrated in HT-7 to get higher electron temperature.

To antenna

Fig. 1 ICRF Heating System for HT-7 Superconducting TOKAMAK

The ICRF heating system for HT-7 has a capacity of 350kW continuous wave (CW)
output power, and its frequency range is from 15 to 30MHz. The generator can operate in
short pulse, multi-pulse and continue wave (CW) modes. It provides great flexibility for
the experiments. Fig.l shows ICRF system for HT-7. The system includes a RF generator,
transmission lines, three liquid stub tuners and antennas. The IBW antenna is sited at an
equator plane on the low field side of the tokamak. The central conductor and Faraday
shielding are made of stainless steal and graphite, respectively. The radii of the central
conductor and Faraday shielding are 32cm and 28.5cm respectively. Maximum RF power
of the generator is 350kw. Three liquid step-tuners are used for the matching the
impedance of the antenna. Deuterium working gas is adopted with the hydrogen minority.
The toroidal magnetic field is chosen to make the QH layer located in the center region of
the plasma or off-axis location.

IBW Experiments
IBW heating was investigated in the HT-7 super-conducting tokamak deuterium

plasma. An asymmetric quadruple T-antenna was used with a central feeder and short
ends. The antenna was oriented in the toroidal direction. The nji spectrum was peaked at
8, 9, and 10 for the frequency 24MHz,27MHz and 3 0MHz respectively.

For 30 MHz, when Bj was chosen 2.0Tesla, the 2OD resonance layer was sited at the
center of plasma, and the S/IQ^ layer was near the plasma edge on the low field side.
Under this experimental condition, a significant particle confinement improvement,
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energy confinement improvement and very peaked density profile were observed during
IBW heating. The particle confinement and energy confinement were improved by a
factor of 3 and 1.5, respectively. When IBW power was around 200kw, electron and ion
temperature were increased about lkeV and 0.3keV. When IBW power was lower than
120kw, no heating and confinement improved phenomenon was observed.

IBW 30MHz, 200kW

1.0

Fig.2 30MHz IBW heating experiment I. a: BT against resonance layers position; b: Plasma discharge

with IBW heating; c: the density profiles during IBW heating.
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Fig.3 30MHz IBW heating experiment II. a: edge fluctuation was suppressed by IBW; b: Pressure profile

was peaked during IBW; c: Xe against IBW heating power

For 27 MHz, 2QD resonant layer was located in the plasma. The global electron
heating and localized heating were obtained for different 2QD resonant layer positions.
No serious impurity problem was found with a boronized wall even if IBW power rose
up to 350kw.

When the 2QD resonant layer position was changed from 5cm to 15 cm (BT was
changed from 2.0 tesla to 1.88 tesla), on-axis and off- axis heating effect was observed.
For on-axis heating, the global electron heating was obtained. And for off-axis heating,
the localized heating was obtained, TE and t p were increased in both the on- and off-axis
heating modes. Confinement improved in the off-axis heating mode was better than in the
on-axis heating mode. Meanwhile a very broad ne profile was obtained. The experimental
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data for 27MHz IBW heating are shown in fig.4.-Fig.7.
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Fig,4 27MHz IBW heating experiment I. a: BT against resonance layers position; b :Electron

temperature profile; c: Plasma discharge
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Fig.5 27MHz IBW heating experiment II On-axis heating, B|=l .88T, rnn ~ 5cm
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Fig.6 27MHz IBW heating experiment III Off-axis heating, BT=2T, rnH ~ 15cm
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Fig.7 27MHz IBW heating experiment IV: a: Density profile; b: Pressure profile

For 24 MHz, the 3/2QD resonant layer position was inside the plasma; the 2QD

resonant layer position was near the edge on the low field side. The best heating was
electron temperature rising about 400eV for 220kW IBW power. The density profile
remained almost with no change. No particle confinement improvement was observed
even if IBW power was up to 270kW. The experimental data are shown in Fig.8.
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Fig.8 24MHz IBW heating experiment, a: BT against resonance layers position; b: Plasma discharge; c:

Plasma density profile;

Summary
IBW heating was successfully carried out for the electron-heating mode after intensive RF

boronization and helium cleaning. Both on-axis and off-axis electron heating were realized by
proper arrangement of the target plasma parameters. Maximum increment in electron temperature
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was about 1 keV. The maximum input RF power was 350kW. The fast increase in electron
temperature and the low increment in ion temperature gave the evidence that the electron
heating was formed by electron Laundau damping.

Both electron and ion heating were observed, and TE and x p were improved at 30
MHz and 27MHz IBW heating. Electron temperature and pressure profiles can be
controlled by varying the ion cyclotron resonant layer for 27MHz IBW heating.

No significant density drop was observed during 24 MHz IBW heating. Only electron
heating was observed in the 24MHz heating experiments.
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